APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY ELECTRICAL SERVICE AND/OR FUEL GAS CONNECTION

PERMIT NUMBER: ____________________  EXPIRATION DATE: ____________________

Installations shall be in compliance with the current North Carolina Administrative Code and the North Carolina Technical Codes.

To qualify the following conditions shall be met:

- Application fee (permit number placed on check payable to Wake County)
- The applicant shall maintain the energized electrical system or that portion of the building containing the energized electrical system in a secured and locked manner or under constant supervision to exclude unauthorized personnel. The applicant shall alert personnel working in the vicinity of the energized electrical system to its presence.
- Ground-fault circuit interrupter protection for personnel shall be provided for all 125-volt, single phase, 15-, 20-, and 30-ampere receptacle outlets installed and used for temporary electrical power.
- The integrity of the electrical and mechanical systems shall be maintained in a safe condition.
- The structure shall not be occupied until all final inspections have been approved, all fees have been paid and a Certificate of Occupancy has been issued.
- Temporary electrical service and/or fuel gas connection may be granted for a period of 90 days.
- The electrical contractor shall list on the back of this sheet specifically which circuits will be energized.
- The mechanical contractor shall list on the back of this sheet specifically which equipment will be operational.

The undersigned agrees to abide by the aforementioned stipulations, and understands failure to comply may result in the revocation of this contract.

Applicant (print, and sign) ____________________
Contact number _____________  Email ____________________

For Temporary Electrical Service:
Electrical Contractor (print, and sign) ____________________  Inspector Approval: (print, and sign) ____________________

For Temporary Fuel Gas Connection:
Mechanical Contractor: (print, and sign) ____________________  Inspector Approval: (print, and sign) ____________________

A trade fee and administrative fee payable by check must be submitted with the application or renewal for temporary electrical service OR temporary fuel gas connection.
Two trade fees and a single administrative fee must be submitted for combined temporary electrical service and temporary fuel gas connection.

Revised February 19, 2018
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Mechanical appliances to be utilized:
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